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Acting is the portrayal of a character by an actor to tell a story either by speaking or singing in the
field of theatre, television, film, etc. It is a specialized art that requires the actor to possess vocal
projection, clarity of speech, physical expressions, emotional expressions and the ability to interpret
the story. It may also require the actor to learn dialects, accents, body language, improvisation,
observation and combat skills. Many of the aspiring actors join acting classes where they are trained
in every aspect of acting that may make them better actors.

An acting school is a department at a university or a completely different institution where an
aspirant is trained on different aspects of art such as acting, design and technical theatre,
administration, etc. The entry to an acting school is through an audition. Sometimes, it may be a two-
stage process. Earlier, the acting schools only used to audition applicants over 18 years of age. But
now, as even children are foraying into the field of acting, these schools have also started to accept
them and have designed special curriculum for them. The auditions may require the applicant to
either enact a scene or perform on a song.

Most often, the acting classes heavily focus on practical skills as they train a person for the stage
and camera. The class schedules are packed to the brim making it important for the aspirant to be
physically fit and motivated. In the final year, the aspirants may be asked to enact a play where they
have to perform in front of the crowd. The crowd invited may include film directors and other media
tycoons or media houses among others.

Although the duration of the course may be of varying duration, overall, the course is of 3 years. In
the first year, the aspirant is taught about the fundamentals of acting, voice, movement and text
analysis. Here, it is emphasized to work on method acting the actors create thoughts and emotions
of characters. The aspirants are to solely focus on the fundamentals of acting and are not to be cast
in any production. During the second year, the fundamentals learned in the first year are tested by
asking the students to enact a work of literature, most probably Shakespeare and Greek or Roman
plays. In the final year, the students may be asked to act alongside professional actors that may be
a first step for them towards professional acting.
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a acting classes Los Angeles offer teen acting classes for kids acting school. Summer acting camps
in Los Angeles acting schools: Young Actors Studio method kids acting classes for teens, children,
plus adult master class. In LA, Hollywood, CA California.
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